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THOUGHTFULLS
Pop-open cards were the fi rst products we ever made, and they’ve been 
one of our most popular products ever since. Elegantly designed, each 
boxed set of ThoughtFulls includes 30 timeless messages to 
capture your heart. 

...do not hurry the 
journey at all.

CONSTANTINE CAVAFY

Let your mind be quiet, 
realizing the beauty of the 

world, and the immense, the 
boundless treasures that it 

holds in store.

EDWARD CARPENTER

Don’t hurry, don’t worry. 
And be sure to smell the 

flowers along the way.

WALTER HAGEN

Gladly accept the gifts
of the present hour...

HORACE

Always believe something 
wonderful is about to happen. 

UNKNOWN

The most beautiful… thing 
in the world is, of course, 

the world itself.

WALLACE STEVENS

Find wonder in all things...

CARL LINNAEUS

The most important thing 
is to enjoy your life—to be 
happy—it’s all that matters.

AUDREY HEPBURN

Live in each season as it 
passes; breathe the air, 

drink the drink, taste the 
fruit, and resign yourself to 

the influences of each.

HENRY DAVID THOREAU

Each moment is a place 
you’ve never been.

MARK STRAND

…be glad of life because it 
gives you the chance to love 
and to work and to play and 

to look up at the stars...

HENRY VAN DYKE

Each day is a different 
one, each day brings a 
miracle of its own. It’s 
just a matter of paying 

attention to this miracle.

PAULO COELHO

…the purpose of life is to live 
it, to taste experience to the 
utmost, to reach out eagerly 
and without fear for newer 

and richer experience.

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

We’re here to feel the joy 
of life pulsing in us—now.

JOYCE CAROL OATES

Stretch out your hand 
and take the world’s wide 

gift of joy and beauty.

CORINNE ROOSEVELT ROBINSON

Life is full of beauty. 
Notice it.

ASHLEY SMITH

Remember this, that very 
little is needed to make

a happy life.

MARCUS AURELIUS

Life is meant to be fun, 
and joyous, and fulfilling.

JIM HENSON

Take time to marvel 
at the wonders of life.

UNKNOWN

…be intent upon 
the perfection of the 

present day...

WILLIAM LAW

…live in the quiet, joyous 
expectation of good.

ERNEST HOLMES

Nothing is more precious 
than being in the present 
moment, fully alive and 

fully aware.

THICH NHAT HANH

Life is a series of moments. 
Each moment should 

be welcomed in joy and 
relinquished in joy.

DEEPAK CHOPRA

…all the things of the 
universe are perfect 

miracles, each as 
profound as any.

WALT WHITMAN

Today is a gift. That’s why 
it’s called the present.

UNKNOWN

I have found that if you love 
life, life will love you back.

ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN

…each moment of the year 
has its own beauty...

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

The world is wonderful and 
beautiful and good beyond 
one’s wildest imagination.

D. H . LAWRENCE

I asked for all things so 
that I might enjoy life, 

I was given life so that I 
might enjoy all things.

UNKNOWN

The world is grand, awfully 
big and astonishingly 

beautiful...

DOROTHY KILGALLEN

Open a card whenever you need to remember 
that each day is a gift, or share and remind 
someone that there is so much to love about life.

Love Life 




